
IDEMIA, the global leader in Augmented Identity, today announced that its contactless OneLook™ device for rapid 
capture, matching and processing of face and iris biometrics, earned top scores in all three performance categories in 
the 2018 Biometric Technology Rally, hosted by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology 
Directorate (S&T). Biometric Capture and Identification systems from participating organizations were tested for user 
satisfaction, effectiveness (capture capability and matching capability) and efficiency (throughput). OneLook was the 
only face/iris system that scored among the top three systems tested at the rally.

OneLook offers a new approach to capture and identification through a single, easy-to-use, at-a-distance biometric 
capture device that provides rapid capture, matching and processing. Requiring little involvement from users, OneLook 
can be integrated into an existing customer touchpoint, such as a self-service kiosk, or provided as a turnkey solution 
for integration into a gate or counter.

S&T’s first Biometric Technology Rally, held in March 2018, with results published in late July, used a standard security 
checkpoint process, which require speed and reliability, to test the ability of biometric identity systems to acquire and 
match images from a diverse volunteer population within a realistic time constraint.

Six of the eleven companies that participated entered unimodal biometric face-only systems. IDEMIA was among the 
five companies that competed with a multimodal biometric face/iris system to provide an enhanced level of 
authentication – more effectively addressing the need for accurate identification in high-security environments. Among 
the results:

User Satisfaction
OneLook achieved the highest user satisfaction rating among face/iris stations with a 93% score

One Look ranked in the top three among all eleven companies – demonstrating the simplicity of 
use for this multimodal system

Effectiveness
OneLook was the only face/iris system that met the rally threshold of obtaining a less than 5% 
“failed to acquire face images” (face FtAR) metric within 20 seconds

OneLook achieved the highest score among face/iris systems for the true identification rate of iris 
images (iris mTIR) within both 5 and 20 second testing scenarios

Efficiency
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Among face/iris stations, OneLook registered the second best score with a transaction processing 
time under nine seconds.

A demonstration of the OneLook solution, which is currently available, will be featured at the Future Travel Experience 
(FTE Global) in Las Vegas September 10-12, 2018 at booth E33 or learn more at OneLook.

The outstanding performance of OneLook at the Biometric Technology Rally continues 
IDEMIA’s over four decades of leadership in the industry and is a testament to developing 
the best available solutions for public security, civil identity and border control challenges. 
OneLook now joins our long string of successes in product competitions as the ideal 
mutimodal biometric solution for high-volume identification use cases in which accuracy, 
speed and reliability are required.

Donnie Scott, Senior Vice President, Public Security for North America at IDEMIA

About IDEMIA - OT-Morpho is now IDEMIA, the global leader in Augmented Identity for an increasingly digital world, 
with the ambition to empower citizens and consumers alike to interact, pay, connect, travel and vote in ways that are 
now possible in a connected environment.

Identity, we reinvent the way we think, produce, use and protect this asset, whether for individuals or for objects. We 
ensure privacy and trust as well as guarantee secure, authenticated and verifiable transactions for international clients 
from Financial, Telecom, Identity, Public Security and IoT sectors.
OT (Oberthur Technologies) and Safran Identity & Security (Morpho) joined forces to form IDEMIA. With close to $3 
billion in revenues and 14,000 employees around the world, IDEMIA serves clients in 180 countries.

IDEMIA, the IDEMIA logo, ONELOOK, and AUGMENTED IDENTITY are trademarks of the IDEMIA group.

For more information, visit www.idemia.com / Follow @IdemiaGroup on Twitter
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